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The petite Pendel sofa,
at just over four feet
long, will bloom in small
San Francisco spaces.
Pictured in Paradisträd
by Swedish fabric house
Jobs Handtryck, it is
available in additional
upholstery options.
Starting at $4,929, through
the Future Perfect,
thefutureperfect.com.

Fresh Greens

From interior design to fashion, green is having its moment in the sun.
Two lovely hues—pale French green and emerald—have inspired our spring palette.
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Barton Perreira, the California-based company known for its handmade frames
and custom-designed colors, debuts its Camden sunglasses. These on-trend
green shades feature fresh julep gradient mirror lenses.
$525, through Barneys, barneys.com, bartonperreira.com.

“Conjuring
images of
swirling mists,
Cromarty brings
a muted softness
to any space.”

Farrow & Ball’s new
Cromarty, named for
a British waterway, is a quiet
green perfect for creating
serene spring spaces. $97
per gallon, through Lee Jofa
and Fregosi & Company,
farrowandball.com, leejofa.com,
benjaminmoorefregosi.com.

—Charlotte Cosby,
Farrow & Ball
French fabric and
wallpaper house de
Gournay introduces its
gilding technique for
Chinoiseries, seen here
applied to its Earlham
pattern. De Gournay’s
artists use a combination
of pearlescent paint
and metal leaf to create
an entirely tonal gilt
design. From $1,350 per
panel, through de Gournay,
degournay.com
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Romanticism
is reborn in
Gucci’s spring/
summer 2016
collection. The
Tiger Jacquard
silk skirt features
lyrical botanical
and animal
motifs. Skirt
$1,690, gucci.com.
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The exquisite new
Chaparal toile from
Jim Thompson
features intricate
illustrations taken
from an antique
gold leaf and lacquer
cabinet. Its ethereal
colors fade across
the fabric, creating
an ombré effect.
Available in Celadon
(pictured) and two
other colorways. Price
upon request, through
Shears & Window,
shearsandwindow.com,
jimthompsonfabrics.com.
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The mouth-blown Bandaska
glass vase from Czech design duo
Dechem Studio is artfully crafted
to achieve its lovely gradated color.
Available individually or in sets
of four, the vases come in three
sizes and shapes. Starting at $361,
through Ligne Roset, lignerosetsf.com,
dechemstudio.com.

The illustrations of late
naturalist and artist
Robert Dallet have
been translated to
the table in Hermès
new line, Carnets
d’Equateur. The
porcelain collection
is adorned with
images that capture
dozens of creatures
in meticulous detail.
$2,140, hermes.com.
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Crafted from 100 percent recycled material, this pine-green
Adirondack chair from Loll Designs is waterproof, faderesistant and maintenance free, so let the spring rain fall. $575,
through Design Within Reach, dwr.com, lolldesigns.com.

San Francisco interior
designer Kendall Wilkinson’s debut
collection for Fabricut includes
Sun Waves Grass, an indoor/outdoor
woven with a sweet, subtle
pattern perfect for spring spaces.
Available in Light Green (pictured)
and seven additional colorways.
Price upon request, through Fabricut,
fabricut.com, kendallwilkinson.com.

“We chose an
emerald green
Pierre Frey velvet
for the sofa in
our upcoming
decorator’s
showcase room.
It has depth
but also feels
totally fresh!”-

The second of nine new colors
from beloved paint and wallpaper
house Farrow & Ball, Inchyra Blue
was inspired by a bespoke color
made for a classic Georgian home
in Scotland. Inspired by the
country’s green moody skies,
it creates great atmosphere.
Price upon request, through Lee
Jofa and Fregosi & Company,
farrowandball.com, leejofa.com,
benjaminmoorefregosi.com.

Nancy Evars, Evars
+ Anderson Interior
Design
From Bernardaud’s Historical
Collection, each Empire cup
and saucer set is handcrafted at
the company’s famed porcelain
house in Limoges, France.
$690, through Bloomingdale’s,
bloomingdales.com, bernarduad.fr.

Glassybaby creates handblown glass votives,
each one unique, to benefit organizations
that help people, animals and the
environment heal. Spring’s green boughs
are the inspiration for this new release,
Gratitude. $44, glassybaby.com

With a subtle variation in texture and color, a hallmark of linen velvet, Pierre Frey’s
Orsay velour gradates from a dark, forest-green, to lighter, softer shades.
Price upon request, through Shears & Window, shearsandwindow.com, pierrefrey.com.
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NEWS

BUZZWORTHY INTRODUCTIONS
AND OPENINGS

Quiet
Glamour

Tai Ping,
known for its exquisite,
handmade rugs, has launched a new
collection featuring 14 designs by renowned floral designer Jeff
Leatham. Artistic director of the Four Seasons Hotel George V in
Paris, Leatham has translated his bold vibrant sensibility into an
abstract collection that redefines “floral.” taipingcarpets.com.

STYLE SITE

Known as a leading online marketplace for designer consignment
furniture since its debut in New York in 2013, Viyet has now launched
the company’s signature end-to-end, white-glove consignment services
in San Francisco. The site features pieces selected by a local team
of curators from the troves of Bay Area designers including Kendall
Wilkinson, Jay Jeffers and Will Wick. viyet.com.
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DESIGN HAVEN

Witford has unveiled a stylish new showroom design embodying its
mantra, “Absolute Luxury.” Clean lines and a warm, earthy palette
create an urbane backdrop for furniture, lighting and accessory
collections by Julian Chichester, Ralph Lauren, Eric Brand,
Arteriors, Made Goods and many others. witford.com.
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A GAR
UNDE DEN
RFOO
T

The Georgina Rice
showroom at the San
Francisco Design
Center has opened a
new salon by lauded
interior designer
Nancy Corzine. To
showcase her elegant
collection, Corzine
designed and personally
selected the furniture,
lighting and fabrics
for the showroom
space, which features a
monochromatic palette
highlighted by Venetian
silver and soft lighting.
georginarice.com.
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HIGH DESIGN

The 39th annual San Francisco Decorator Showcase, the West Coast’s premiere design showhouse, will
open its doors at Villa de Martini, a 1929 Telegraph Hill mansion. More than two dozen Bay Area designers,
including Antonio Martins, Beth Martin and Nancy Evars and Dimitra Anderson, will transform the interiors
of the Mediterranean-style home to benefit the financial aid program at University High School. SFC&G is
proud to be the Design Media Partner. April 30 through May 30, for tour tickets and more information,
call 415-246-4054 or visit decoratorshowcase.org.

SFMOMA
RETURNS

COOL MOVE

Iconic San Francisco gallery Rena Bransten Projects has opened
in its new location at Minnesota Street Project, the new Dogpatch
development dedicated to providing affordable and economically
stable spaces to galleries, artists and nonprofits. Known for exhibiting
both established and emerging artists, Bransten is featuring two
opening exhibitions, “These American Lives,” a group show including
John Waters, Vik Muniz, Rupert Garcia and Dawoud Bey, and a solo
exhibition of work by Jeffry Mitchell. Now through May 12, for more
information, visit renabranstengallery.com, minnesotastreetproject.com.
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After more than two
years, SFMOMA reopens
and unveils its Snøhettadesigned addition on
May 14. Boasting nearly
triple its previous gallery
space, the museum will
feature 19 inaugural
exhibitions including
“Approaching American
Abstraction: The Fisher
Collection;” “About
Time: Photography in a
Moment of Change;” and
“Model Behavior,” which
will feature Snøhetta’s
models and sketchbooks
for the extraordinary
building in which visitors
can now stand. For
more information, visit
sfmoma.org.

ART CENTRAL

Art Market San Francisco returns to Fort Mason
this month with nearly 70 top galleries from the
Bay Area, Los Angeles, New York and beyond.
The contemporary art fair’s local exhibitors
include Catharine Clark, Brian Gross and Ever
Gold galleries. SFC&G is thrilled to present the
Collectors Lounge designed by Baker. From
April 27 through May 1, for more information,
visit artmarketsf.com.
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ARTFUL INSPIRATION FROM
THE BAY AREA DESIGN SCENE

